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ABSTRACT

The study reviewed bilingual education programs 
throughout the world. It listed the illiteracy rates and 
languages of virtually every country, and literature about 
programs in thirty-five nations. The grade levels encom
passed Kindergarten through high school.

The review also provided an overview of Hispano 
American demographics, as well as federal legislation de
signed to upgrade the statistics. The characteristics and 
growth of Federal programs were presented.

It was concluded that there was wide divergence 
among the programs, but there were tendencies which could 
be categorized. Multiple language programs generally began 
in the vernacular and moved to languages of wider dispersion 
in later years. Many factors affected the implementation 
and design of bilingual programs. These factors included 
materials and teacher training.

Recommendations included the updating of informa
tion as programs reflected political and sociological fac
tors . It was also suggested that a typology be used in 
further research so that information would be more compa
rable .
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to review, compare and 
contrast available information about multiple language pro
grams in the world.

The scope of the review embraced all continents, 
including the Americas (Kurtz 1969). The broad exploration 
was intended to identify language situations and countries 
with existing programs. Evaluation (Campeau et al. 1975) 
and Legislation (House of Representatives 1972, 1977) 
that affected programs in the United States were also in
cluded.

The need for this study was created by the lack of 
general information about bilingual programs. Such informa
tion, when available, had little dispersion and did not have 
a global scope.

The rationale for this investigation was that an 
initial exploration of multiple language programs was deemed 
necessary prior to subsequent surveys.

Questions that guided the study included:
1. What sources were available that described language

programs?

1
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2. How were the language needs of countries alike and 

different?
3. What methods were used to meet the language needs?
4. What limitations affected the implementation of the 

programs?

Background and Significance 
s As researchers looked at recent history and demo

graphic data, they concluded that the assimilation and 
second language acquisition patterns of Hispanic Americans 
did not parallel those of other immigrants. Hawkins (1967) 
and Fernandez, Cresce, and de Navas (1977) presented statis
tics that indicated that Spanish background children per
formed the national norm in terms of years that they 
participated in the educational systems. Statistics from 
these sources also indicated that the majority of Hispanic 
adults occupied the lower strata of the socio-economic 
levels. Chavez and Cardona (1977) listed many of the pro
grams which the Federal government had instituted, beginning 
in the mid-sixties, in order to meet the needs of the minor
ities. Some of these programs provided funding for the 
educationally disadvantaged, migrants, non-English dominant 
speakers and Native Americans. The review showed that many 
other countries also had programs that were similar in their 
intention.
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Assumptions

An element of diversity in instructional methods 
existed not only because of cultural and personal prefer
ences by teachers, parents, students and school boards, but 
also because of program administration, teacher training, 
legal requirements, budget limitations and availability of 
materials.

It was also assumed that the recurrence of approaches 
in dealing with multiple languages indicated successful 
trends that could be transferred across geographical, polit
ical and language barriers.

Limitations
The information available rarely described the opera

tion of multiple language programs in detail. It was there
fore conceivable that the philosophical premises, teacher 
preparation and methodology of the educational systems 
varied. At the time of this study, it was viewed as benefi
cial to describe the general trends of instructional ap
proaches, until such time that information could be gathered 
in a more specific format.

Definitions
Anglo— in specific terms, someone from Anglo-Saxon 

heritage; in general terms, a Caucasian.
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Audiolinqual approach— the teaching of language 

through the sequence of listening, speaking, reading and 
writing.

Bilingualism— the use of two languages.
Content areas— subjects such as math, social studies, 

science, health, etc.
Coordinate bilingual— a person who maintains the en

coding and decoding processes separate for each language.
Culture— the total pattern of human behavior such as 

in thought, speech, action and creation of artifacts.
Diglossia— in the narrower sense, two dialects that 

serve different purposes and therefore are maintained sepa
rately .

Ethnicity— affiliation with a particular culture.
Functional bilingualism— enough command of the 

second language in order to participate in day to day activ
ities.

Hispanic— in the United States, generally Mexican, 
Cuban or Puerto Rican.

Immersion— a classroom setting whereby the second 
language is practically all that is heard or spoken.

Language of instruction— the language in which the 
content area is presented.

Lingua franca— the commonly intelligible tongue be
tween two or more groups whose language has little dispersion.
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Maintenance— a philosophical and sometimes political 

view that the first language should remain as a medium of 
instruction throughout the child's education.

Mother tongue— with various connotations, the lan
guage the child first speaks, the language of the home, the 
child1s native language.

Native language— see mother tongue.
Negative transfer— concepts which cause equivocation 

in the second language because of the apparent similarity to 
the mother tongue.

Poverty level— arbitrary definition based on the 
amount of money that is determined necessary for subsistence; 
in 1960 it was $3,000; by 1975 it had risen to $5,000.

Preview-review— presentation of the concepts in one 
language then proceeding with the lesson in a second lan
guage .

Spanish surnamed— a means once used to determine the 
Spanish speaking population.

Transfer— a phenomenon whereby concepts taught and 
comprehended in one language do not have to be retaught in 
the second.

Transition— mandated by the 1974 revisions of the 
BEA act, the native language is dropped once English is 
mastered.



Acronyms
AIR— American Institute of Research. 
BEA— Bilingual Education Act.
ESL— English as a Second Language.
LEA— Local Education Agency.
LES— Limited English Speaker.
MA— Mexican American.
NELB— Non-English Language Background. 
SEA— State Education Agency.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE OF 
PROGRAMS AROUND THE GLOBE

European countries dealt with bilingualism either 
because of needed communication with neighbors or a desire 
to maintain ethnic differences within their borders (Tireman 
1951). Asian countries (T. W. G. Miller 1968) tended to 
strive for one language to unify their diverse peoples. 
African countries were influenced by English or French (M. 
Miller 1976) which were the languages of former colonists. 
Latin American countries strove to make their indigenous pop
ulations bilingual for national communication (Modiano 1968). 
North American countries had programs that dealt with French/ 
Spanish or Native American languages for the same purpose.

Europe
Most countries in Europe had negligible illiteracy 

rates (Appendices A, B). Many countries in Europe had rec
ognized the special necessities and abilities of a bilingual 
population. Some countries structured their programs for 
the diverse language groups within their borders. Other 
governments set up programs so that their citizens could 
communicate with the outside world.

7



Wales
8

Family and literary tradition had maintained the 
Welsh language. It had been the medium of instruction in 
the first two grades since 1907. According to Tireman 
(1951), English was used for instruction as of third grade, 
while Welsh was maintained as a subject.

In 1972 the Welsh Committee recommended changes. 
Nursery schools were to conduct play activities in Welsh 
and English. Children from five to eight were to continue 
to learn Welsh through play and in peripheral subjects. 
English was the medium of instruction for the main subjects. 
Equal balance between Welsh and English was to be maintained 
from ages eight to eleven, although English was to be chosen 
for the crucial subjects according to the Welsh Committee 
(1972). In Wales, as in many other English influenced soci
eties, an examination in English had to be passed in order 
to enter into the higher grades. English, therefore, was 
viewed as a realistic necessity, while Welsh was kept for 
home communication, religion and literature.

Belgium
Belgium utilized two separate language areas. And 

although French had a wider range of communication, Dutch 
had increased from 43 percent of the population in 1933 
(Tireman 1951) to 60 percent in 1960 (Andersson and Boyer, 
1970) .
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The language of instruction was determined by the 

area in which the school was located. Special language 
instruction was provided for children whose language was 
different from the linguistic area. Second language in
struction was introduced for most children by the second or 
third grade (Tireman 1951). Bilingual instruction along 
the borderline, such as in Brussels, took place when the 
child was nine or ten.

Baetens (1977) reported on three Belgian bilingual 
schools. He defined these schools as those that give "more 
pre-eminence to a second language than is normally the case 
in the school curriculum (p. 23)." All schools were upper- 
middle-class, private institutions. The first, which was a 
small primary school, viewed its goal as transcultural en
richment for its largely English and American school popula
tion. The second school, which was composed of about half 
English and half French speaking students, taught mostly in 
French. As a consequence, the original English speakers did 
well in French oral and written expression and understanding. 
With the exception of some, most French speakers did not 
achieve sufficient command of English. The third school was 
a secondary institution with only 25 percent native Dutch 
speakers. It selected strong students for the bilingual 
program and had a native speaking staff. History and geog
raphy were taught in Dutch. Students received instruction
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for eight hours a week for three years. Instruction was 
reduced to five hours per week for the remaining years. 
Baetens reported feelings of elitism or superiority among 
the participating students.

Luxemburg
This country provided an example of standard dia

lect instruction. Tireman (1951) noted that 95 percent of 
the children entered their first year of school speaking 
Luxemburg, a dialect of German. A transition to the stan
dard dialect was made within a few months of school. French 
was introduced as a subject in the second year. Much of the 
instruction in the second language was later used in rela
tion to social studies.

Switzerland
Like Belgium, this country had a territorial policy 

for language instruction. According to Watts (1970) 74 per
cent of the Swiss population spoke German, 20 percent French, 
4 percent Italian and 1 percent Romansch in 1953. The lan
guage used in the territory determined the language of in
struction, but a personality principle (Andersson and Boyer 
1970) also stated that people would be attended by govern
ment officials in the language of the citizen, thereby pro
viding impetus for bilingualism within government workers.
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France

Chalon (1971) reported that 10 percent of the 
French population was bilingual. He suggested that policy 
makers look to historical precedents in order to meet the 
future needs of the population. In 1969 and 1970 in the 
cities of Paris and Nancy, there were 550 classes in English 
and 250 in German. Most schools in France were providing 
four years of foreign language instruction. Chalon ques
tioned whether the percentage that became bilingual through 
this method were privileged or exceptional. He suggested 
that educational policy return to the method used in Alsace 
Lorraine prior to 1918, where immersion into the second 
language was made during the first years of school for the 
practical acquisition of language when peer pressure was 
greatest.

Italy
Fadiga Zanatta (1971) reported on Italian legislation 

that attempted to capitalize on historical, linguistic and 
religious precedents. Italy has been the base for the Roman 
empire and the Catholic church, both of which used Latin as. 
their lingua franca. Latin became the common base for Ro
mance Languages. Italian law in 1962 required middle schools 
to teach Italian, Latin and foreign languages in such a way 
as to capitalize on similarities and differences (Table 1).
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Table 1

Language Instruction in Italy

Year
Hours Per Week

Italian Latin Foreign Language
I 6 - 2

II 9 combined 3
III 5 4 (opt.) 3
(Fadiga 1971:83)

Greece
Like Belgium, this country dealt with more than one 

dialect of the same language. It had one of the highest 
rates of illiteracy in Europe (Appendix A). Charis (1976) 
reported that the problem in Greek education was attribut
able to diglossia. Most Greeks spoke the demotic dialect, 
while the majority of the country's governments had enforced 
educational instruction in the katharevousa, which was akin 
to ancient Greek. Charis reported that children could read 
faster in the vernacular dialect, as well as with more com
prehension in comparison to the ancient dialect. These
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results were obtained even though the children had not been 
taught to read in the vernacular.

West Germany
Although the illiteracy rate was negligible in 1970 

(Appendix A) , immigrants from other common market countries 
had been settling in the country in increasing numbers. By 
1973, three million workers had entered West Germany from 
other countries (Nostrand 1977). Bilingual/bicultural edu
cation was initiated in 1974. The author reported that the 
most successful programs were those that used the child's 
native language for the content areas. These programs in
cluded second language instruction for fifteen hours per 
week. Most other classes were multinational, i.e., children 
from various countries attended. The author felt it impera
tive to use German in these contexts. The emphasis then 
shifted onto the teacher training and materials in order to 
meet the children's needs.

Paulston (1977) reported on two models' of education. 
One used the mother tongue as a transition into German. The 
second model used two-thirds of the instruction in the 
mother tongue and could be requested by the parents, even if 
less than twenty-five children attended the school.
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Finland

This Nordic country used to be part of Sweden. The 
1919 constitution stated that Finnish and Swedish were both 
official languages (Christophersen 1948). At that time,
11 percent of the population spoke Swedish. This figure 
had reduced to 7 percent by i960. Some communities had 
more than 10 percent Swedish speakers and were therefore 
considered bilingual and provided with native language in
struction. It was educational policy to have literacy in 
the first language before reading instruction was begun in 
the second (Canada 1967).

Sweden
This country provided bilingual programs for both 

Finnish and Turkish immigrants. Paulston (1977) reported 
that Turkish students were provided a transitional education 
much like the West German Social Integration system. The 
goal of bilingual programs in that country was for a paral
lel command of both languages. However, Skutnabb-Kangas 
and Tonkomaa (1976) reported that of the 30,000 migrant 
Finns in Sweden, those that had migrated at 4 or 5 years of 
age tested at the tenth percentile level on language tests 
in comparison to the national Finns. Other findings in
cluded that improvement in Swedish did not diminish their 
national language. Those that preserved their mother tongue
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most, did best in Swedish. In general, the students that 
did best in Swedish moved there after they were ten years 
old.

Norway
Foreign language programs in this country dealt 

mainly with English and German. Hove (1968) reported that 
foreign language instruction usually began in the sixth 
grade, although some schools were experimenting with fourth. 
In secondary education, the less stringent schools required 
German and English for three years. The more exacting 
schools, gymnas, had varying requirements of language in
struction, depending on the student's choice. The heaviest 
"line" required 22 hours of language instruction per week 
in the second year (Table 2).

Asia
Programs in Asia sought to find political unity out 

of a diversity of languages and cultures. In some countries, 
one of its languages was chosen to supersede the rest. In 
other countries, an outside language was selected to either 
parallel or supersede the internal language (Appendices A,
B) .



Table 2

Language Instruction in Norway*

• Hours Per Week Instruction**
1st yr. 
S B M

Major 
L E

2nd yr. 
S B M

Major 
L E

3rd yr. 
S B M

Major 
L E

Norwegian 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 4 6 6 6 6 5
German 3 3 4 3 5 0 0 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
English 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 7 4 3 0 0 8 0 5
French 4 0 4 0 0 4 4 6 5 4 4 4 7 6 5
Latin 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 9 0
*Hove (1968:96).

**Symbols: S = Science, B = Biology, M = Modern Languages, L = Latin,
E = Economics.
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The Soviet Union

Prior to the revolution in 1917, there were over 150 
languages in the country according to Gale (1977). The il
literacy rate was 70 percent at that time. The new govern
ment began a massive education program that included the 
right to be educated in the mother tongue. In 1938 Russian 
became a compulsory language.

Two systems of schools evolved. The National schools 
taught the content areas in the language of the region; Rus
sian was taught as a second language. In the Russian Medium 
Schools, Russian was the primary language, and the language 
of the region was either taught as a second language or occa
sionally used as the medium of instruction for some subjects.

Silver (1976) stated that in the five Central Asian 
nationalities, the native language was generally the medium 
of instruction through secondary school. Russian was taught 
as a subject from first or second grade. Silver stated that 
many Muslims, especially in the rural areas, rejected Rus
sian as their native language. Silver further stated that 
50 percent of the urban and 18 percent of the rural popula
tion claimed fluency in Russian from these areas.

Townsend (1972) reported on schools whose children 
spoke several different languages. The medium of instruc
tion selected was the general language of the area. If the 
parents chose, they could ask that the child be admitted to
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a Russian medium school from the start. Bartley (1971) re
ported on polytechnic schools which had been experimental 
until 1962. Here children registered when they were seven 
years old. Oral exams were given in Russian and practical 
day to day bilingualism was expected. Abstract methodology 
was presented by the direct method in combination with sub
sequent translation.

China
China1s problem was unique in that its written lan

guage was widely understood by those that could read, whereas 
its regional, spoken dialects were not. Miller (1968) wrote 
that Mandarin had been decreed as the national language and 
was compulsory for education and government. Along with 
this, the 1957 Commission to Reform the Written Language 
sought to simplify the characters (ideograms) and promote 
the Han phonetization of 37 symbols in order to combat the 
illiteracy rate.

Miller (1968) also stated that kindergartens began 
to be emphasized in 1958. At that time, 90 percent of the 
target population was enrolled in the primary schools.
Second language instruction was begun in the secondary 
General Schools where Russian and English were emphasized 
along with Chinese and math.
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India

India- had maintained a triple language policy since 
its independence. Kapur (1968) stated that 14 languages 
were recognized in the Indian constitution as well as Hindi, 
which was used for communication between regions. Dakin, 
Tiffen and Widdowsen (1968) stated that 87 percent of the 
population claimed one of these languages as their mother 
tongue. Of the remaining 13 percent, many were bilingual.
The country thus avoided the burdensome task of providing 
education in scores of languages, some of which had no 
script.

In its policy towards education, the government had 
to overcome the impediments of geography, social systems, 
language, administration and economics. Watts (1970) 
stated that Article 29 of the Indian Constitution preserved 
the right to conserve language and script. He also wrote 
that this was not seen to be in contradiction with the non- 
encouragement of diversity in hundreds of mother tongues. 
Dakin et al. (1968) has estimated these to number 574.

Perren (1971) stated that the fifteen languages were 
used as mediums of instruction. Dakin et al. (1968) refined 
this by saying that the mother tongue policy was feasible 
only for large numbers in concentrated areas. The same dif
ficulty was alluded to by Biswas, Dutt and Singhal (1976), 
but in addition they called for a uniform pyramidal structure
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from primary to post secondary education. The literacy rate 
of 29.30 percent for the total population in 1973 had not 
improved over 1970 (Table 1). Since most universities con
ducted instruction in English (Kapur 1968), it was seen as 
necessary that children read and write in their mother 
tongue, Hindi and English, with reasonable confidence and 
fluency.

The vernacular was seen as the language of the re
gion, Hindi as the language of the country, and English as 
the language of international communication and the univer
sities. Biswas et al. (1976) reported a division of 
thought. Whereas some educators felt that the students 
should have studied three languages by the end of the 
eighth grade for at least three years, others were opposed 
to the heavy language load and wanted the very upper limit 
of language instruction to be three years at that grade 
level.

Pakistan
Baloch (1968) reported on Pakistani educational 

policy prior to partitioning into two states. Bengali was 
the common language of East Pakistan. Urdu was the lingua 
franca of West Pakistan, except for Sindi and northwest re
gions which spoke Sindi and Pashtu, respectively. In these 
areas, children were taught in their native language for the 
first five years and then made a transition into Urdu. All
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other students were taught in Urdu or Bengali for the first 
twelve years. English was a compulsory second language for 
all after grade six. Arabic and Persian were optional after 
this grade. The author stated that bilingualism was a uni
versal characteristic which was viewed both as an asset and 
a liability. He further stated that in 1961, 15.9 percent 
of the population read with understanding. This compared 
with the subsequent 1970 statistic of 8.8 literacy (App. A).

Ceylon
This island off the coast of India was divided by 

language and ethnic allegiance. Wickramatilake (1968) re
ported that both Sindhala and Tamil were used as mediums of 
instruction and that English was later introduced as a com
pulsory language. Though it remained unclear as to the 
extent of native language instruction, since both Wickrama
tilake (1968) and Dharmasada (1977) reported that Sinhala 
was the only official language after 1956.

Sinhala language instruction had problems similar to 
Greece. This language had two codes, one for speaking and 
one for writing. Thirteenth century literary standards were 
imposed upon writing in 1750. By 1967 many books were 
deemed archaic and by 1970 some had been modernized to the
current vernacular.
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Malasia

Fluctuating alliances within this union of states 
reflected the divisiveness between different ethnic groups 
and languages. Singapore separated from Malasia in 1965. 
Miller (1968) stated that language learning took up much of 
the school day. Two or three languages at a time led to 
confusion. In addition, he noted that Malay could be writ
ten in Arabic and Roman script, thereby complicating spell
ing. He reported that in Malaya prior to 1967 there had 
been four types of schools based on the language of instruc
tion— Malay, English, Chinese and Tamil: The official lan
guages were limited to Malay and English, both of which were 
taught as compulsory subjects. Miller (1968) noted bias 
toward Malayization, although Perren (1971) stated that 
Malay often had to be taught as a second language.

The Philippines
Grata (1953) described a successful program of 

native language instruction during the forties. But in 
general, English remained the language of instruction until 
1957 (Miller 1968). At that time, instruction in the mother 
tongue was provided until grade two. Expansion of these 
programs up to grade four was hampered by the lack of mate
rials. Tagalog, the national language, was introduced from 
first grade onward. English became the medium of
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instruction by the intermediate grades. Tagalog was then 
taught as a subject. These islands had in addition been the 
site of many English as a Second Language studies.

Australia
This continent had generally been considered a homog

enous English speaking nation, but bilingual education pro
grams had been conducted for speakers of Australian 
Aboriginal Languages since 1946 (Thuan 1977). Recent immi
gration necessitated the implementation of ESL courses.
Thuan reported on eight-week programs where 35 percent of 
the students that exited were considered fluent. Fluency at 
entry level was not stated.

Fensham (1970) stated that within a five-mile radius 
of Melbourne, one-third of the primary students were mi
grants. Of these children, over 1800 were numbered as not 
being able to speak English well enough.

Rado (1976) enumerated four types of programs in 
existence. One was transitional, the second emphasized the 
national language, the third emphasized the foreign lan
guage, and the fourth balanced the two languages. Rado also 
reported that mother tongue maintenance contributed to a 
plateau in second language acquisition after initial prog
ress.
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Africa and the Middle East 

Africa had the highest rate of illiteracy (Appen
dices A, B). Many of its tribal languages were as yet un
written. Few of the languages had wide dispersion. 
Indigenous languages were sometimes used as a lingua franca, 
though seldom on a national level (with the exception of 
Arabic). English and French were often chosen for national 
and international communication.

Iran
Cowan and Sarmad (1976) investigated the reading 

performance as a correlation of the type of school and home 
language. Six schools were studied. Three schools were bi
lingual in English and Iranian. The latter was usually 
relegated to lesser or later times. The researchers con
cluded that the Persian students did poorly in the bilin
gual schools. This may have been attributable to the time 
of Persian instruction and the fact that the two languages 
were highly dissimilar.

Israel
Since its establishment as a republic in 1948,

Israel had been the new home of many migrant groups. Weil 
(1977) reported on one group from the Indian sub-continent. 
The complexity of the Hebrew spoken by this group was re
duced in syntactic and grammatical forms. Language
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training provided by the country was not attended for vary
ing reasons. Children were often in remedial reading. The 
native language was usually spoken in the home. English 
was viewed as the language of status. Ivrit, modern Hebrew, 
was seen as the language of the future.

Sudan
This country dealt with vernacular languages,

Arabic and English. The British Council (1977b) reported 
that in rural areas the vernacular was taught through to the 
equivalent of grade ten. English and Arabic were taught as 
subjects. Arabic became the medium for the next two years, 
and English followed for the remainder of the education. In 
urban areas Arabic was the medium and English was the sub
ject through twelfth grade, at which time the roles reversed.

Ghana
English was the official language. Burns (1965) 

reported that it was the medium in many schools. Barkan 
(1975) surveyed college students and found that disagreed 
with the discontinuation of vernacular languages, yet half 
also disagreed with the continuation of tribalism (Table 3). 
Dakin et al. (1968) reported on the spreading use of both 
English and the vernacular at different times of day. 
Grouping within the classroom permitted natural conversation 
between students, providing a sound base for fluency.



Table 3

African Attitude Survey*

Discontinue Native Dialect Preserve Tribalism
Ghana Tanzania Uganda Ghana Tanzania Uganda

Strongly agree 4% 10% 9% 7% 14% 22%
Agree 3% 10% 8% 43% 22% 45%
Disagree 32% 40% 38% 26% 27% 19%
Strongly disagree 61% 40% 46% 24% 17% 14%

Number 598 402 278 598 402 278

*(Barkan 1975:95)
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Nigeria

English, like in Ghana, was also the official lan
guage although 250 native dialects were spoken. Dakin et 
al. (1968) reported that general practice during the fifties 
had been to use the vernacular as the medium of instruction 
for the first three to five years. English would then be 
introduced, abruptly. Burns (1965) reported that in West
ern Nigeria, English was introduced formally at the end of 
the first grade. Since independence, the demand for English 
grew. In Northern Nigeria, English was the medium of in
struction when there was no dominant vernacular. Secondary 
and higher education was conducted in English in order to 
facilitate the passing of the exam of the British system.

Cameroon
English and French were both official languages of 

Nigeria, and according to Perren (1971) there was wide 
divergence between schools in terms of language programs.
In many cases, English instruction depended on teacher 
qualifications and desire. English was first introduced as 
a subject and then used as the medium. Final tests fol
lowed the British system.

In some areas, French had been the medium of in
struction, but a trend existed for more use of the indige
nous tongues in these areas. Another trend was to learn 
French or English as a third language.
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Miller (1976) reported on a school where both French 

and English were taught. French was dominant in the community. 
The amount of instruction in each language was controlled. 
Students were tested every three years. A comparison of 
gains was made on the local test. English speakers made 
better progress in second language acquisition.

Kenya
This country had relatively low illiteracy rate in 

comparison to the rest of the continent (Appendix A).
Stabler (1969) reported on two systems prior to the fifties. 
One system taught Asian languages. The African system 
taught the vernacular language or Swahili. But by the six
ties, the Nairobi Centre recommendations had spread to all 
the Asian schools. These recommendations included the use 
of small groups for natural conversation between the stu
dents, predetermined times in which each language was to be 
used, and the use of English as the medium of instruction 
for the majority of subjects. Reasons for such changes 
were attributed to English being the language of science and 
technology which led to a higher standard of living. In 
addition more teachers and materials were available in that 
language. Stabler (1969) and Dakin et al. (1968) reported 
that the rapid expansion made it hard to train teachers.



Swahili remained recognized as the lingua franca of East 
Africa and was retained as a compulsory subject.*

Uganda
This country was reported to have reading books 

available for its five vernacular languages (Burns 1965). 
Formal study of English was generally begun at the start of 
second grade, although it was used as the medium when chil
dren came from mixed tribal backgrounds.

Barkan's survey (Table 3) of 270 Ugandan college 
students showed that 84 percent supported continuation of 
vernacular use. However, 33 percent disagreed with the 
preservation of tribalism.

Tanzania
Swahili and English were the official languages.

The country's policy towards English language introduction 
closely paralleled Uganda according to Burns (1965). This 
country's illiteracy rate was higher than Uganda's (Appendix 
A) but it also had to deal with 120 Bantu dialects. Statis
tics gathered by Barkan, based on 400 college students, 
showed that 80 percent agreed with the continuing use of the 
vernacular languages. In the survey, 34 percent disagreed 
or strongly disagreed with the maintenance of tribalism 
(Table 3).
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South Africa

Information about bilingual education dealt only 
with the white, European population. Of the two main lan
guages, English was dominant over Afrikaans. Bilingualism 
had risen from 64 to 73 percent in the years from 1936 to 
1951 (Tireman 1951). Legislation required that students be 
taught in their home language during the primary grades. 
Later, both languages were taught as subjects through the 
audiolingual approach. Reading and writing in the home lan
guage was a prerequisite to second language reading instruc
tion.

Two systems of education existed for the European 
population, unilingual and bilingual. Results showed that 
in addition to bilingualism and content achievement, the bi
lingual programs better met the needs of lower IQ children 
and lowered sectional and adverse discrimination. Another 
finding was that rural children were over two years behind 
the city students.

The Americas
Latin America did not have as large a percentage of 

illiteracy as Africa, but neither was it as literate as 
Europe (Appendices A, B). Canada and the United States had 
developed policies dealing with bilingual education. But 
even prior to the schools being affected by national



requirements, some districts set up programs to aid their 
bilingual learners.

Uruguay
This country whose official language was Spanish 

bordered with Brazil whose official language was Portuguese. 
Mixing of these languages was noted along the border. The 
lower classes in this area spoke what was termed fronterizo 
dialect by Elizaicin (1976). The children of the area were 
reported to be unaware of their dialect until introduced to 
the standard languages. Language introduction was designed 
to contrast the interference of Spanish and Portuguese lin
guistic patterns. Elizaicin stated that children became bi
lingual after the comparison.

English as a Second Language instruction in urban 
areas of Uruguay was reported by the British Council (1977a). 
Instruction was limited to secondary schools for three 
forty-minute periods per week. This lasted for two or three 
years of the student's education. The Council noted a trend 
to less language instruction in order to have more time for 
science.

Peru
Though Spanish was the official language, many 

Indian tribes of Peru did not speak it. Townsend (1972) 
reported that the Ministry of Education recognized that the
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child's mother tongue was not inferior. Wise (1965) further 
described the language instruction for tribal groups. She 
stated that the Summer Institute of Linguistics had created 
alphabets for different tribes in order to afford the tech
nical ability for reading instruction in the native lan
guage. The main proposition of this approach was that the 
Indians would later learn Spanish as their second mother 
tongue while at the same time maintaining their first lan
guage .

Mexico
As in Peru, the official language was Spanish, but 

many tribes still spoke their own languages. Modiano (1968) 
reported on an experiment to study the validity of the UNESCO 
axiom that reading instruction should begin in the child's 
mother tongue. Twenty-six schools were chosen in the state 
of Chiapas. All children in the study were native speakers 
of Tzeltal or Tzotzil, variant dialects of Mayan. Thirteen 
of the schools taught initial reading in Spanish, the rest 
in the native language. After literacy was achieved in the 
mother tongue, the children were introduced to reading in 
Spanish. Teachers were then asked to evaluate their stu
dents in terms of the percentage that understood what they 
were reading in Spanish. Teachers estimated that 20 percent 
of the control and 37 percent of the bilingual group
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understood. This finding was further confirmed by the aver
age scores in a reading comprehension text. The control 
group scored 41.59, whereas the bilingual group scored 50.30, 
which was beyond the .01 level of significant difference.

Canada
Most Canadian programs dealt with French and English, 

many of them in French immersion for English speakers.
Giroux and Ellis (1968) reported on a school district in 
Ontario. Though the community had many French speaking stu
dents, it was surrounded by English. The language of in
struction was French, though the children acquired English 
from the motivation of the surrounding environment. French 
could not have been maintained in any other way according 
to the authors. Sixth graders were tested in reading 
achievement. In French, the students scored comparably to 
Quebec in speed and comprehension. In English, the sixth 
graders scored eighteen months below Ontario, despite having 
had English instruction for only three years. Findings 
included that good readers did well in both languages, and 
that competence in one language did not interfere with read
ing in the other.

McDougall and Bruck (1976) reported on a bilingual 
program in Montreal. The population of the school was com
posed mostly of high socio-economic English speakers. All
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groups started in French instruction. Different groups 
started English reading instruction at different grades.
The authors reported no significant differences between 
groups and therefore recommended delaying English instruc
tion in order to strengthen the children's second language 
abilities in French.

Cummins (1977) reported on a sample of sixth grade 
students in Edmonton. In terms of linguistic background, 
one-fifth was English, two-fifths were French and two-fifths 
were bilingual. The aim of a dual medium differential main
tenance program was to produce students that were fully 
bilingual. Findings included that linguistic competency may 
mediate the effects of the bilingual experience on cognitive 
functioning of the children. Therefore a certain level of 
linguistic competency should be met in order to avoid cogni
tive deficits. A low level of competency led to a failure 
to comprehend, which in turn decreased intellectual and 
academic curiosity.

Genesee (1978) reported on another French immersion 
program. The program for middle class English speakers ran 
in three phases— K-2, 3-6, and 7-12. The first stage was 
true immersion where the teacher spoke only French, except 
for emergencies. Children were not corrected for mistakes 
and were encouraged to communicate in French. In the second 
stage, English was introduced for one hour in a separate
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linguistic area. By the end of sixth grade, English usage 
had been increased to 60 percent. During the third phase 
course offerings designed for native French speakers were 
taken along with English medium courses.

Findings showed that vocabulary, comprehension and 
spelling in English were lower up to the beginning of grade 
two. By the end of the second grade, many control students 
were comparable to the control group in English reading, 
although they first pronounced with French phonology. Spell
ing did not transfer. By the end of grade three the lan
guage competence of the bilingual was the same as the 
control group in English.

Conclusions reached by Genesee were that this pro
gram of bilingual education was related to sound pedagogy. 
Immersion in the weaker language produced these results. 
Bilingual education was not for everyone; the support of the 
second language at home was desirable.

The United States
Many programs were initiated to alleviate the prob

lems of non-English speakers in an English educational 
system.

Tireman (1951) reported on a school that initiated 
a pre-first grade to help with English language acquisition. 
Of the children entering school, 95 percent spoke only
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Spanish. Improvement was shown in the early grades, but be
came negligible by eighth grade. Implication by Tireman 
included that the home attitude toward the second language 
affected mental performance and that reading habits should 
be established in one language.

The National Education Association [NBA] (1966) sur
vey gave a brief overview of some southwestern programs. 
Pecos, Texas, provided a language arts specialist. This 
teacher spent a half an hour a day with each group from 
grades one through six. The program in Pueblo, Colorado, 
was similar, but instruction was limited to three days a 
week in the fifth and sixth grades. Merced, California, 
began a project that emphasized homogeneous groups and.audio 
visual materials. A fifty percent improvement in Spanish 
was reported. The survey reported on two high schools. 
Phoenix Union had courses in reading, writing and culture. 
Pueblo High School, also in Arizona, only permitted motivated 
students to enter its courses which also included literature 
and commercial correspondence.



CHAPTER 3

FEDERAL AND STATE INVOLVEMENT

United States Census statistics indicated that 
Mexican-Americans were below the national norm in terms of 
income, education and English language acquisition. The 

/ Federal Government legislated programs and funding for 
limited English speakers. States also provided programs 
for bilingual education.

Demography
In the five Southwestern states of California, 

Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado and Texas, for the year 1960 
the percentage of the total population that earned less than 
$3,000 was 21 percent, compared to 34.8 percent of the 
Mexican-American population (Hawkins 1967). Fernandez et al. 
(1977) cited that in 1976, the medium family income in the 
U.S. was $10,300 for Hispanics, as compared to $15,200 for 
non-Hispanics. In the same year, 23 percent of the Hispanic 
families were below the poverty level, in comparison to 9 
percent for non-Hispanics. He further stated that in terms 
of Mexican-Americans who earned less than $5,000, the per
centage of males was 35.9 percent and 71.2 percent for
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females. This was in comparison to 28.6 and 61.1 percent 
for Anglo males and females, respectively.

Hawkins (1967) stated that the median number of 
years of education was 7.1 years in 1967 for Mexican- 
Americans. The median for the Anglos was 12.1 years at 
that time. Corrida, in his statements before the House of 
Representatives (1977), said that less than 5 percent of 
the Anglo population, twenty-five years old or over, had 
received less than five years of education. He stated that 
approximately 25 percent of the Mexican-American population 
were in this category. In terms of percentages of people 
who had completed more than four years of high school by 
March of 1975, Corrida said that 62 percent of the Anglos 
and 31 percent of the Hispanics were in that category. 
Fernandez et al. (1977) reviewed the same areas and stated 
that for Mexican-Americans twenty-five years old or over, 
23.3 percent had received less than five years of education 
and 33.6 percent had completed four years of high school or 
more.

Hispanics were forming an increasingly larger per
centage of the language minorities in the United States. 
Hawkins (1967) asserted that 70 percent of the non-English 
speakers in this country spoke Spanish. Waggoner (1976) 
stated that 13 percent of the population lived in households 
that spoke a language other than English. Of these, more
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than 40 percent spoke Spanish. Less than 50 percent of the 
Spanish speakers were foreign born. At that time, she 
stated that 35 percent of the Spanish speakers were between 
the ages of four and eighteen years. Hispanics that were 
Spanish mother tongue claimants amounted to 18 percent in 
1970 and 22 percent in 1975.

Waggoner (1978) stated that surnames were not an 
accurate indication of language background. In comparison 
to her previous research, she stated that of those that 
claimed Spanish ethnicity, 81 percent claimed Spanish as 
their mother tongue, 49 percent usually spoke Spanish in the 
home and 44 percent usually spoke Spanish outside the home. 
In a survey of children from a non-English language back
ground, she found that 72 percent were native born.

Legislation
In response to demonstrated need, Congress legis

lated and funded programs for economic, ethnic and language 
minorities. Shore (1971) reported that the first four years 
of Title VII encouraged two-way programs, but 1974 legisla
tion changed the emphasis of these programs to Limited En
glish speakers and remediation of their language deficits. 
Commissioner Boyer summarized the growth of these programs 
and number of target children they served. In a statement 
before the House of Representatives (1977), he said that
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in 1969 there were 76 programs serving 26,521 children. By 
1976 there were 425 programs serving 190,000 children (Table 
4).

The May 5, 1970, memorandum took another view. It 
was based on Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. In terms of 
equal access to education, it stated that the inability to 
speak or understand English had excluded students. The 
memorandum also prohibited the assignment of children to 
Educable Mentally Retarded classes on the basis of language 
skills. It also limited ability grouping and tracking, by 
stating that these methods should serve to meet the needs of 
children and not lead to a dead end. In addition, the 
schools were to notify parents in their language. In terms 
of bilingual education, Pottinger (1970:70) stated that,
"The ultimate goal of such an approach is to create a learn
ing situation in which a child is able to use both languages 
interchangeably as modes of learning and communicating

In a statement made at the House of Representatives 
(1972) the Representative from California, John Wiggins, 
viewed bilingual programs as methods by which Limited En
glish speakers could master English sufficiently to pro
gress normally with their education. He also added that in 
his view, compelling Anglo students' attendance to these 
classes has the impact of retarding their education some
what.
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Table 4

Title VII Programs and Children*

Year
Number of 
Programs

Number of 
Children

1969 76 26,521
1970 131 51,918
1971 164 83,748
1972 217 108,816
1973 209 129,280
1974 380 339,595 (sic.)
1975 319 162,124
1976 425 190,000

* (House of Representatives 1977:424).

The past Director of the Office of Bilingual Educa
tion, John Molina, in his report to the House of Representa
tives (1977:65-66) stated that in accordance to the 
legislative will, "Once a child starts to learn academic 
studies in the English language, then the child is not quali
fied for Title VII." He further stated that less then one- 
third of the students in the Title VII programs were Limited



English speakers. He also stated that four-fifths of the 
teachers claimed to speak two languages in their home, yet 
less than half were bilingual.

In his statement before the House of Representatives 
(1977) O'Malley said that the majority of bilingual programs 
were "maintenance” and therefore against the will of Con
gress. He further defined the programs as maintenance of 
the Spanish language rather than a transition into English.

Section 703 of the Bilingual Education Act of 1974 
(Public Law 93-380 1974) stated that these programs were 
geared for children of limited English speaking ability for 
the number of years that such instruction is applicable. 
Native language was to be used to the extent necessary to 
maintain effective progress until the child could use English.

Commissioner Boyer, before the House of Representa
tives (1977) said that three factors suppressed bilingual 
education: (1) the lack of availability of materials,
(2) the lack of qualified teachers, and (3) the lack of 
convincing evidence of the effectiveness of the bilingual 
approaches.
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State Programs
California and New Mexico provided widely variant 

means of providing for the non-English language background 
child. One plan sought out the initiative of the districts. 
The other plan set up .framework and guidelines by the state.
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District Initiative

Early Childhood Education in California sought to 
provide programs and the Local Educational Agencies that 
would provide for the needs of children whose primary lan
guage was not English. Early Childhood Education Office 
Guidelines (1974) for this program asked the LEAs to iden
tify needs, objectives, solution proceduresevaluation and 
design for each component. In terms of needs, LEAs had to 
provide pupil performance data, desired level of performance, 
a comparison and list of discrepancies, a determination of 
the reason for the discrepancies and a prescription of solu
tions. Performance objectives had to be set for the goals 
as well as a listing of major procedures. Separate manage
ment plans had to be set for each language.

State Initiative
The New Mexico State Department of Education (1976) 

had two major plans for dealing with children from non- 
English language backgrounds. The first plan had a goal of 
full acculturation and used the child's native language and 
culture as bridges to the dominant Anglo culture. The
second plan had as a goal the maintenance and development of

/

the non-English language and culture. It viewed this plan 
as a richer education for the English student. Parent in
volvement was viewed as crucial in either plan.
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Factors and Requirements

Development Associates (1977) reported on four fac
tors that determined State support of LEAs: (1) the number
of Limited English speakers, (2) the political activity of 
LES adults, (3) the exposure to effective bilingual programs, 
and (4) the state's knowledge of need. The report further 
suggested that the Federal Government help the states iden
tify needy students, that it give incentives for states to 
initiate bilingual programs, that it concentrate Federal funds 
on states that have given least effort in relation to need, 
that it inform the states on effective practices, and that it 
provide more training on needs assessments for program design 
and management.

The NBA (1975) Task Force on Bilingual/Multicultural 
Education concluded that state legislation should reflect 
many factors. These included that the language of instruc
tion should be suited to the child; non-English languages 
should be maintained? cultural education should be provided; 
teacher education and qualifications should be supervised; 
students' languages should be assessed and resource centers 
should be provided. Waggoner (1977) listed the various 
requirements for certification of teachers in bilingual pro
grams (Table 5).



Table 5

Bilingual Teacher Qualifications*

State
Lang. Proficiency 

Non-
English English

Knowledge
Cultural
Heritage

Teaching Methods 
General Bilingual ESL

Field
Experience

Arizona X X X X
•

X

California X X X X X

New Mexico X X X X X

Texas X X X X X X

*(Waggoner 1977:2).



CHAPTER 4

EVALUATION OF POST LEGISLATIVE PROGRAMS 
IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION

In its desire to know the effects of funding, the 
Congress commissioned various groups to evaluate existing 
programs. Several noteworthy programs were nominated in 
the Southwest for materials development. Several districts 
provided enough evaluative material to demonstrate that the 
programs were effective.

A content analysis was made of 125 Title VII pro
grams by Shore (1971). She noted a trend to shift from 
product to process evaluation in order to identify the fac
tors that were effective. Intermediate and high school stu
dents composed 14 and 10 percent of the sample, respectively 
Most programs had the following components: instructional,
administrative, staff development, curriculum development, 
and parent involvement. Approximately 33 percent of the 
programs were spread across from three to fifteen schools. 
This was viewed as tending to isolate the bilingual students 
and staff. Programs that had been encouraging two-way 
bilingualism (i.e., Anglos learning Spanish) had amounted to 
94 percent in the first four years. This shifted when legis 
lation was altered in 1974.
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In the first grade, 67 out of 111 programs reporting 

stated that a time was set apart to teach in the vernacular. 
By third grade, 30 programs had time set aside. Of those
programs reporting, the time set aside was less than four-

!tenths of the day for one quarter of the programs. Almost 
four-tenths of the programs stated that over half of the day 
was set aside for the vernacular.

Most teacher training consisted of workshops where 
teachers gave one another suggestions. About half of the 
teachers attended college courses. And about half of the 
programs had master teachers.

The audiolingual technique was used by 92 percent of 
the teachers. The eclectic approach was the method of 50 
percent. Formal grammar instruction was used by 10 percent, 
while the direct translation method was employed by 3 per
cent. Of the projects reporting, 20 percent had no mixing of 
languages, 33 percent had exclusive use of the second lan
guage during part of the day, 33 percent switched constantly, 
and 14 percent had the teacher speak in English while the 
aide translated.

Less than 50 percent of the programs were teaching 
reading in the vernacular first. Most taught reading con
currently. The second language was integrated as means for 
other subjects in 89 percent of the programs. Science was 
taught in the native language 70 percent of the time.
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Small group instruction or individualization was 

utilized by 71 percent of the programs, non-graded classes 
by 25 percent and open classrooms by 20 percent.

Campeau et al. (1975) made an evaluation of bilingual 
education programs for the American Institute of Research 
[AIR]. Guidelines on designs for evaluation were: incorpo
rate acceptable designs, use consultants to avoid difficul
ties in understanding, use a simple and careful design, 
obtain a test for children in beginning English reading, 
consolidate test development in order to afford validity and 
reliability, use criterion referenced tests, and look out 
for practice effects and coaching.

The study was generally discouraging in its evalua
tion of bilingual programs, but it did list several programs 
that ranked favorably compared to their control group. One 
program was located in Santa Fe. Its goals were self- 
concept, communication and learning in both languages.
Spanish was the primary language for a third of the students. 
Concept reinforcement was done in both languages. The pro
grams made use of the SCDC materials, the Bilingual Materials 
Center, and interest centers within the classrooms. The 
parent advisory committee was active. The program made com
parison gains for each group. This was objected to; never
theless, the raw scores for the bilingual group were higher 
from the beginning.
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The goals for the program in Alice, Texas, were to 

have the LES speak English, develop a proficiency in Spanish, 
and to maintain self and cultural pride. The program had 
performance objectives for all bilingual students. Thorough 
records were kept. Flexibility in instructional approaches 
was noted. Staff development was ongoing. The parents and 
the community were involved. Children had to pass mastery 
tests for each objective in language arts, cultural heritage, 
math and science.

Reading instruction for first grade was in Spanish. 
Equal time was provided for both languages in grades 2 to 5, 
either by day or by week. The program was shifting to in
dividualization.

In a comparison of gains for Reading and General 
Ability on the Interamerican Series Test, significant gains 
were made by the bilingual students in six areas during the 
first year. Significant gains were made by the same group 
in nine areas the following year. No significant gains were 
made by the control group, in comparison to the students in 
the bilingual program.

The goals of the Corpus Christi, Texas, district 
were to use strategies specific to a bilingual program, to 
use appropriate materials, to develop staff, and to involve 
parents. Within the program, 74 percent of the children 
listed Spanish as their native language. All teachers K-l
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were bilingual. Bilingual and monolingual teachers were 
paired for grades 2 to 4. Staff was visited weekly by con
sultants. English reading was encouraged as soon as pos
sible. Parents were involved inside the class. Grouping 
was selected by language dominance. The Science Research 
Associates and Interamerican Tests were used. Results 
showed that the bilingual project outgained the control 
group.

The Kingsville District in Texas set its goals as 
proficiency in both languages, a bilingual curriculum, pride 
in native language and culture, and grade level achievement 
in all subjects. Non-English dominant children formed 50 
percent of the program population. The program used behav
ioral objectives, curriculum guides, paired teaching, lan
guage development, systems assessments of oral languages, 
teacher training and parent involvement.

Results stated by the district were that all children 
read in both languages by the end of grade 2. Coordination 
of teachers provided for reinforcement of concepts in two 
languages. Teachers were videotaped. In English, 8 of 13 
significant differences favored the bilingual group. In 
Spanish, 17 of 24 significant differences favored the same 
group.

The last program in the Southwest that was listed as 
beneficial was the Houston bilingual program. In the project
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the population was composed of 53 percent Mexican-Americans, 
42 percent Black and 5 percent Other. All the staff was 
bilingual. Block times were set for Spanish Reading and 
Language Arts. The rest of the time was in English, but 
teachers were allowed the flexibility to explain in Spanish. 
Quarterly meetings were held with each parent. There was 
also a parent advisory board. Ongoing teacher training was 
used. Progress of students was tested by the Interamerican 
Series Tests for three years. The experimental group out- 
gained the other group significantly in all but four results 
for the first three years. During the third year, no sig
nificant gains were made by the first and third grades in 
general English ability and math, although the bilingual 
group did score a larger gain than the control.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study reviewed literature about countries that 
had multiple language programs in Europe, Asia, Africa and 
the Americas. The study then presented demographic data 
that led to legislation for bilingual programs in the United 
States. The review then summarized information about 
Federal programs. Based on the information gathered, con
clusions were reached and recommendations for further re
search were given.

Conclusions
Questions answered by this study were that increas

ing amounts of literature were becoming available. The 
language needs and programs of the countries were in vari
ance, but tended to categorization. And in some cases 
unavailability of resources limited or altered the implemen
tation of language policies and educational programs.

Conclusions could be drawn that, at face value, 
there was a tendency for programs to begin teaching in the 
vernacular language throughout the primary grades. Instruc
tion during the intermediate grades was often in a second 
language. In high school, instruction was either almost
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totally in a foreign language, or heavy emphasis was placed 
on the acquisition of languages from outside the country.

Programs varied as a consequence of many factors.
The philosophical and political orientations of the coun
tries often set the tone for the educational programs. 
Sociological determinants, such as the number of languages, 
the official language and the socio-economic status of the 
population also affected multiple language programs. In 
some countries, the official language came from within the 
borders; in other cases the official language was from the 
outside.

Other factors also determined the choice of program 
that was implemented. Reading programs could not be put 
into effect for languages that did not have an alphabet.
Some languages did not have instructional materials avail
able, thereby necessitating instruction in a language of 
wider dispersion. Teacher training and language background 
of the instructor also had an impact upon implementation.

Multiple language acquisition was influenced by 
several determinants. The time available for instruction 
and the language of dominance outside the school affected 
the acquisition of the second language. Native language 
competence and the age at which children were introduced to 
the second language affected their command of the non
native language. The disparity or similarity of the written



languages in question also affected the interference or 
transfer of literate skills.

Recent migration patterns necessitated multiple lan
guage implementation in several countries. The language 
composition of the classroom, as well as parent involvement 
and source of funding affected the choice of languages and 
programs utilized for education.

The literature that was reviewed addressed bilingual 
education with different purposes in mind. However, it was 
indicated that a large proportion of the countries of the 
world had more than one language to deal with inside their 
borders. Many of these countries had implemented bilingual 
programs, often utilizing English as one of the languages, 
because of its wide dispersion.

Recommendations
Based upon the present information, it is recommended 

that the literature be updated on the basis of pedagogical, 
political and sociological changes.

Given the wide variance of programs and the large 
number of countries involved, a typology of programs could 
provide a matrix for future study. Categorizations might 
include: languages used, native language usage, target lan
guage usage, use of languages with wide dispersion, method
ological implementation, classroom environment, material
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development and availability, teacher preparation, philo
sophical orientation, socio-economic background and source 
of funding.



APPENDIX A 

ILLITERACY RATES

The percentage of the population that is illiterate 
in each country has been obtained from Kurtz (1969). The 
countries have been grouped by continent, and references to
their location can be obtained in Appendix B.

Code Country Official Language (Other)
Percent

age
Europe

a Iceland Icelandic 0
b Norway Norwegian 0
c Sweden Swedish 0
d Denmark Danish 0
e Finland Finnish, Swedish . 0
f England English (Gaelic, Welsh) 0
g Ireland English, Gaelic 0-1
h France French (Bretton, Flemish, 

Catalan) 0-3
i Spain Spanish (Catalan, Galician, 

Basque) 15
j Portugal Portuguese 35-40
k Italy Italian (French, German, 

Slovenian) 6
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Code Country Official Language (Other) age
1 Switzerland German, Italian, French, 

Romansch (English) i
m Belgium French, Flemish (German) 0-3
n Luxemburg Letzeburgesch, French, German 0-3
o Netherlands Dutch (Frisian) 0-1
p W. Germany German 0-1
g E. Germany German 0-1
r Poland Polish 5
s Czechoslo

vakia Czech, Slovak (Hungarian, 
German) 0-5

t Austria German (Slovenian, Croatian, 
Hungarian) 0-1

u Hungary Hungarian 3
V Rumania Rumanian (Hungarian, German, 

Ukranian) 11
w Yugoslavia Serbo-Croatian, Slovakian, 

Macedonian) 20
X Bulgaria Bulgarian 10-15
y Albania Albanian (Greek) N/A
z Greece Greek (French, English) 17
(a) Cyprus Greek, Turkish (English) 18

Asia
(b) Soviet Union Russian (Ukranian, Belorus

sian , Lithuanian, Latvian,
Estonian, Moldavian, Yiddish, 
Georgian, Armenian, Uzbek, 
Tartar, lazakh) 2
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Percent-Code Country Official Language (Other) age
(c) China Chinese 40-50
(d) Mongolia Mongolian 25
(e) N. Korea Korean 10
(f) S. Korea Korean 29
(9) Japan Japanese 2
(h) Taiwan Mandarin Chinese 46
(i) India Hindu, English, fourteen 

national languages 72
(j) Ceylon Singhalese (Tamil, English) 30
(k) Pakistan Urdu, Bengali (English) 91
(1) Afghanistan Pustu, Dari 92
(m) Nepal Nepali (Tibetan, Hindi) 88
(n) Bhutan Dzonka (Bunthangka, Sarehapa, 

Nepalese) 95
(o) Burma Burmese (Tamil, Hindi, Chinese) 30-40
(P) Thailand Thai (Lao) 29
(q) Laos Lao (French) 75
(r) Cambodia Khmer (French) 69
(s) N. Viet Nam Vietnamese (Chinese) 35
(t) S. Viet Nam Vietnamese (Chinese, French, 

English) 50
(u) Malasia Malay (English, Chinese, 

Indian, Borneo) 70-80
(v) Singapore Malay (English, Chinese, 

Tamil) 51
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Percent-
Code Country Official Language (Other) age
(w) Indonesia Bahasa Indonesia (English 

compulsory) 55-60
(x) Philippines Filipino (English, Spanish, 

80 dialects) 40-50
(y) Australia English (Aborigene) 0
(z) New Zealand English (Maori) 0

Middle East and Africa
a' Iran Persian (Turkish) 75-80
b' Iraq Arabic 80
c' Turkey Turkish (Kurdish, Arabic) 53
d' Syria Arabic 65
e' Lebanon Arabic (French, English) 14
f' Jordan Arabic 90

g' Israel Hebrew (Arabic, English) 10-15
h' Saudi Arabia Arabic 90
i' Kuwait Arabic (English) 50-55
j* Egypt Arabic (English, French) 70
k* Lybia Arabic 68
1' Tunisia Arabic (French) 65
m' Algeria Arabic (French, Berber) 85
n' Morocco Arabic (Berber, French) 80
o' Mauritania Arabic, French (Wolof, 

Tukulor) 95
P' Senegal French (Wolof, Fulandi, Mende) 90-95

q' Gambia English (Mandinka, Wolof) 90
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Percent-
Code Country_______ official Language (Other)________ age
r' Mali French (Mandinka, Sudanese) 97
s' Guinea . French, Malinke, Soussou- 

Mande, Fulani (English) 90
f Sierra Leone English (Mende, Temne, Creole- 

English) 90
u' Liberia English (28 dialects) 90
V* Ivory Coast French (60 dialects) 80
w' Upper Volta French (Mossi) 90
x' Ghana English (50 dialects) 75-80
y' Togo French (Ewe, Twi, Hausa, 

44 dialects) 90
z' Daohomey French (numerous dialects) 90-95

/a/ Nigeria English (250 dialects and 
languages) 80-88

/b/ Niger French (Hausa) 95
/c/ Cameroon French, English (Bantu, 

24 other languages) 80-90
/d/ Chad French (Arabic) 90
/e/ Sudan Arabic (English, French, 

32 dialects) 85-90
/f/ Central Afri

can Republic French (Sangho) 70-77
/g/ Gabon French (Fang, Bantu) 88
/h/ Congo Repub

lic French (Bantu) 75

/i/ Republic of 
Congo French (Bantu, 200 other 

languages) 80-85
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Percent-
Code Country Official Language (Other) age
/]/ Kenya English (Swahili, tribal 

languages) 70-75
A / Uganda English.SLuganda) 75
/!/ Somalia Somali, Arabic, Italian 

English 95
/m/ Rwanda French, Kinyarwanda 90-95
A / Burundi Kirundi, French (Swahili) 85-92
/o/ Tanzania English, Swahili (120 Bantu 

dialects) 80-85
/P/ Malawi English (Chinyanja, Bantu) 85-90
/q/ Zambia English (5 languages for 

education and business) 80
A / Rhodesia English (Bantu) 80
/s/ Botswana English (Twana, Rhoisan, 

Afrikaans) 80
/t/ S. Africa Afrikaans, English (Bantu) 65-70
/u/ Lesotho English, Sesotho 50
A / Swazailand English, Swazi 65
/w/ Madagascar Malagasy, French 60-67

The Americas
A / Chile Spanish (German) 12
/y/ Argentina Spanish 8
/z/ Uruguay Spanish 8
-a- Paraguay Spanish, Guarani 25
-b- Bolivia Spanish (Quechua, Aymara) 65
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Code Country Official Language (Other)
Percent

age
—c — Brazil Portuguese (Italian, German, 

Japanese, Indian languages) 39
—d — Peru Spanish (Quechua, Aymara) 32
- e - Ecuador Spanish (Quechua) 31
—f— Colombia Spanish 37
-g- Venezuela Spanish 34
- h - Guyana English (East Indian dialects) 14
-i- Trinidad-

Tobago English (French Patois, 
Spanish) 20

-j- Dominican
Republic Spanish 36

-k- Haiti French (Creole Patois) 90
-1- Jamaica English (Local Patois) 15
—m- Cuba Spanish 23
-n- Panama Spanish (English) 22
—o- Costa Rica Spanish (English) 16
-P" Nicaragua Spanish 50
-g- El Salvador Spanish (Nahuatl) 52
-r- Honduras Spanish (English) 55
—s - Guatemala Spanish (20 Maya dialects) 62
-t- Mexico Spanish (Indian dialects) 30-35
-u- Canada English, French 0-3
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